Global Dialysis - Saronic Dialysis Centre

Located on the emerald isle of Aegina, just fifty minutes from Athens, the Greek capital,
The Saronic Dialysis Centre provides the highest standard of therapeutic services for
renal patients, conforming to all statutory medical regulations.

The dialysis centre focuses on offering high·quality hemodialysis sessions to visitors to
Aegina and nearby locations in the Saronic Gulf. Their mission is to help dialysis users indulge
in sheer relaxation and escape from everyday life and routines.
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In addition they can also help you plan your holiday and itinerary! Being close to the
neighbouring islands of Agkistri, Poros, Hydra and Spetses they are ideally located for day
trips to ·the archaeological area of Epidavros which puts on·plays and events between June
and·August.

We've put some more information about our interesting island here .

All about the Saronic dialysis centre
The dialysis centre uses 11 B. Braun Dialogue + and 2 NIKISSO DBB-05 dialysis machines, all
with a 5 year guarantee. The water sterilisation mechanism, with reverse osmosis, was
designed by Temak. This consists of two individual membrane systems, pumps and softeners,
to remove the risk of breaks and delays in the center operation. The centre has its own 65kva
generator. Our air conditioning was designed by the ABB Hellas S.A Company. Each dialysis
station has its own TV, headphones and internet connection.

We accept the EHIC for vistors from Europe. For visitors without the EHIC then the price is
$270 Euros per session. We can do a discounted rate for groups and large numbers of dialysis
sessions.

We need to have the following forms:
- photocopy of your EHIC form,
- recent blood test results, medical history records and information about your dialysis
prescription, and
- photocopy of your passport or other approporate identification.

It is important to make sure that you research facilities that you are going to be using and that
they keep up on the latest technology like Dell health informatics to help adjust and educate
the staff to the latest information on the medical care they provide.

Our team will make·every effort for you to feel comfortable and at home from the moment
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you arrive
. Our experienced staff·create a warm
and friendly environment with personal care at all times. Our Medical Director and nephrologist,
Dr. Manolis Logothetis has over 20 years experience and leads our team in promoting a friendly
but professional environment.

They look forward to welcoming Global Dialysis users to their centre - "You will be
pleased that you chose·our beautiful island for your·holiday destination. Whatever time of year,
will leave you with·wonderful memories·to share with the worldwide community of dialysis users
who refuse to let their·health problems prevent them from tackling new challenges and
adventures."

"As a member of this worldwide community, along with eighteen years of experience in the area
of dialysis, and as a user of the Global Dialysis site for the last seven years, I wish to thank you
for giving the opportunity to people who differ on a very small scale from those otherwise
healthy, the chance to dream and transport themselves by thought to destinations they've
visited, or wish to discover in the future." Sekadakis Michael, Managing Director of the
Saronic Nephrological Center

Contact us
Basileos Konstantinou 11

Telephone +30 22970 29111

Fax: +30 22970 24909

Mob: +30 69477 14737

For more information please visit our website www.dialsc.gr or email us at aegina@dialsc.gr

Our secretary is Mrs Antonia Sarri and she is pleased to help you with any questions about your
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dialysis or accommodation.

Bookings can be made through the Global Dialysis Find and Book Service or by contacting us
directly.
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